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Abstract—The objective of this paper is to present a three
layered microservice based approach to designing a Software
as a Service (SaaS) based building energy management system
(BEMS). The ”Core layer” is comprised of microservices performing core functionalities of the system, the ”API layer” serves
as a gateway between the core system and front-end services.
Finally the ”Service layer” provides the SaaS functionalities and
applications experienced by the end-user. This paper presents
a microservice based energy management system that can be
effectively used by an end user to monitor and control electrical
equipment and can be integrated into a large power system network. The proposed architecture has been used to develop a cloud
based web interface and an iOS/android application of a building
energy management system which is presented as a case study
demonstrating performance and development improvements for
a BEMS system developed using the microservice approach.
Index Terms—Building energy management system, micro
service based architecture, REST API based communication,
Software as a Service (SaaS).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Industry analysts expect that more than 30 billion interconnected Internet of Things (IoT) devices will be used
globally by the end of 2022 [1]. IoT has had significant
impact in various fields such as transportation [2], agriculture
[3], health care [4] and supply chain management [5], [6].
Arguably the building energy management sector has seen the
greatest impact of IoT due to the rapidly falling price and
increased availability of both consumer-grade and industrial
IoT energy devices such as smart thermostats, smart bulbs
[7], [8], [9]. This is changing buildings into cyber-physical
systems commonly known as ”Smart Buildings” which can
smartly interconnect with the grid in real-time. These smart
buildings have IoT enabled sensors, actuators and controllers
ensuring proper environmental control for building operations.
Building operations can leverage technologies such as cloud
computing, remote monitoring, edge analytics and contextaware work flows.
Building on IoT, the smart grid community has increasingly
begun to think of an ”Internet of Energy (IoE)”, using smart
devices connected to the smart grid to enable transactive
energy applications. Authors in [10] describe a fog based IoE
architecture for transactive energy management. Authors in
[11] describe a web enabled system for IoE that is capable of
communicating information over the Internet. Authors in [12]
describe new energy business models enabled by IoE through

such approaches as real time dynamic pricing, demand side
management and optimal load distribution.
A building energy management system (BEMS) is a core
component of the IoE. BEMS that are robust, support multiple
device types and protocols and highly scalable are valuable
for the IoE . Authors in [13], [14] describe BACnet based,
authors in [15], [16] describe zigbee based and authors in
[17] present Wireless LPWAN based BEMS. However, a
microservice based BEMS which supports Software as a
Service (SaaS) business model has not been much explored.
The microservice based architecture improves the resiliency
of BEMS by ensuring different components of BEMS work
independently and SaaS ensures that the BEMS can scale up
and down for the client. The contributions of this paper are:
• Presents a microservice based architecture for a resilient
BEMS capable of IoT applications i.e. cloud computing,
edge analytic, remote monitoring
• Presents applications of a SaaS based multi-functional
BEMS capable of simultaneously being used by end
users, utility, energy analytic platforms
• Presents REST API based communication structure for
integration with microservices and applications
• Presents a case study of a BEMS software package
rewritten from a modular to the proposed microservice
approach and compares the performance improvement in
terms of scalability of operation and software resource
utilization
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
three layered microservices in details. Section 3 describes the
services offered in a SaaS based BEMS. Section 4 presents
a case study of microservice based architecture in terms of
scalability and optimization of software resources.
II. M ICROSERVICE BASED ARCHITECTURE OF BEMS
In a monolithic software architecture, all code is executed
from a single file. In order to increase the manageability of the
code base, software developers have adopted more modular
architectures in which different modules perform different
functions and are often in different files. However, the modules
are still part of the same application.Scaling up the functionalities of modules is therefore an issue. Since change in one
module will require rigorous compatibility checking with all
the other ones for the code to inter-operate. In a microservice

based architecture, functionalities of an application are broken
down into unique core functionalities and each core function
is represented as a ”microservice”. These microservices work
independently based on unique inputs and unique outputs. The
main advantage of having a microservice based architecture is
that if any microservice fails to operate, other services will
continue operating. The paper proposes a three layered microservice based architecture as shown in Figure 1. The layers
are- Core layer, API layer and Service layer

Fig. 2. Authentication microservice

2) Device discovery microservice: The functionality of this
microservice is to discover and integrate new devices in a
building. This microservice is capable of finding new devices
through different communication protocols (i.e. WiFi, Zigbee,
BACNet). After discovery is complete, this microservice associates the device with the relevant building and sends this
device information to the authentication microservice as shown
in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Device discovery microservice

Fig. 1. Three layered microservice based architecture

A. Core layer microservices
The core layer microservice provides key functionalities
needed for the BEMS to interact with smart devices as well
as receive and transmit commands from/to user interfaces or
other systems. These core functionalities are device status
monitoring, device status controlling and device historical data
logging.
1) Authentication microservice: The functionality of this
microservice is to control access to building information
according to user management hierarchy and store relevant
information related to each building. After proper validation
checks (i.e. username/password confirmation) this microservice issues an intermediate ”Token” with an expiration time tag
to a particular user. This ”Token” is required as authentication
token for further interaction with the BEMS within that time
period. Once the session or token time expires, a new ”Token”
needs to be fetched using same validation checking. Since the
username,password are used only one time during the session,
this reduces the security vulnerability related to cyber-attacks
such as man in the middle attack, side channel analysis (SCA)
attack.
Figure 2 shows different components of authentication microservice.Information that this microservice holds are:
•
•
•
•

Token management
User management hierarchy of each individual building
List of devices of each individual building
Static information of each building i.e. address, operational time.

3) Device control microservice: The functionality of this
microservice is to change the operations of electrical devices
(i.e. changing HVAC set points, turning plug load on/off,
increasing or decreasing brightness of light bulbs). Depending
on the types of devices (i.e. HVAC, lights, smart plugs)
this microservice has different components. The controlled
device needs to have an API that can be accessed by a
third-party developer through which it can be reached from
this microservice. A valid ”Token” is required for successful
control of the device. Once a device control command is
received, this microservice will check the validity of ”Token”
from authentication microservice and on successful execution
will send the information to data logging microservice as
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Device control microservice

4) Monitoring microservice: The Monitoring microservice
monitors the status of each device and takes a snapshot of the
device status at pre-defined interval (i.e. every five minutes).
The snapshot is then forwarded to data logging microservice
which stores the snapshot in a database as shown in Figure 5

Fig. 5. Device monitor microservice

5) Data logging microservice: The Data Logging microservice stores time-series device data in to a database (i.e. Cassandra, a NoSQL database platform). This microservice stores the
data coming from the device monitoring microservice at a prespecified interval. Additionally, whenever the device control
microservice issues a command, the details of the command
(execution time, command type, etc.) are stored by the data
logging microservice. Figure 6 shows snapshot of Cassandra
time series database storing historical data of a light bulb.

Fig. 8. Current status API pseudo structure

Fig. 6. Data Log of a light bulb

B. API layer microservices
API layer microservices work as a bridge between the service layer and the core layer. Any request sent from the users
is processed in this layer with the help of core microservices.
The API layer adds a buffer layer ensuring core device-level
microservices are being used only when a request from a user
is valid and is properly authenticated. Each microservice in
this layer serves as an API endpoint.
1) Access API: The Access API receives all login requests
and provides the user with a ”Token” from the access control
microservice when there is a valid request. This ”Token”
is thereafter used for further execution. Since, ”Token” is
required for any time of execution, every user will use this
microservice to receive their ”Token”. Figure 7 shows the
pseudo REST API structure for this microservice.

3) Historical data API: The historical data API provides
historical information about a specific device from the data
logging microservice. This API works as a source of historical
data for data requests from the application layer. This historical
time data can be used to train and validate machine learning
models used for building energy analysis i.e. load forecasting.
Figure 9 shows the pseudo REST API structure for this
microservice.

Fig. 9. Historical data API pseudo structure

4) Device control API: The device control API controls the
status of each individual device. The API receives the request
to control a device and controls that particular device through
the device control microservice in the core layer. Once the
command is executed, the device control microservice sends
the information to data logging microservice regarding what
was done, who did it and when it was done for storage. This
will help keep track of user activities. Figure 10 shows the
pseudo REST API structure for this microservice.

Fig. 7. Access API pseudo structure

2) Current status API: Current status API pulls the data
from the monitoring microservice. The access API token is
used to validate the user’s ability to access this data. This API
essentially provides real time data to the application layer and
informs the current status of each individual device. Figure 8
shows the pseudo REST API structure for this microservice.

Fig. 10. Device control API pseudo structure

5) Scheduling API: Scheduling API microservice performs
three different functionalities related to scheduling. It stores
schedule information of each device, checks whether any
schedule becomes activated at a particular time and if any
schedule is activated, then it sends the device control command to device control microservice to execute that schedule.Figure 11 shows the pseudo REST API structure for this
microservice.

load data, this microservice trains supervised machine learning
models for each building to do load forecasting. An accurate load forecasting is required for optimal generation and
distribution planning of power grid. Forecasted load is also
often considered as an essential input to various power system
analytical models.Figure 13 shows how this microservice uses
components of other layers.

Fig. 11. Scheduling API pseudo structure

C. Service layer microservices
Microservices in the service layer facilitate the insights,
interfaces and applications that characterise a modern asa-service business model where the end-user can consume
the building energy management functionality in a specified
amount for a specific duration (i.e. one device controlled over
the course of one month). Each microservice enables a service
that is being offered to end-user customers. In this paper we
consider the following three services:
1) Interface microservice: The interface microservice provides the user experience for the SaaS energy management
system. For example, a homeowner can control devices in his
home through a home energy management portal, leveraging
the interface service microservice. Moreover, hardware manufacturers who do not have their own software interfaces (i.e. a
mobile app) can use this microservice to provide visualization
and control of their devices. This microservice touches all
three layers and all of the relevant APIs. Figure 12 shows
how this microservice pulls data from other microservices.

Fig. 13. Data analytic microservice

3) Application microservice: The application microservice
offers combinations of multiple microservices working together to achieve an energy outcome such as reduced demand.
One such type of application is- ”demand response”. The
objective of a demand response application is to reduce load
consumption during peak load hours. This microservice can be
used to reduce electrical load by calling the device control API
and or through the scheduling API during peak load hours.

Fig. 14. Application microservice executing a demand response algorithm

Figure 14 shows how the application service microservices
uses microservices of other layers to execute the application.
III. S OFTWARE AS A S ERVICE (S AA S) FUNCTIONALITIES

Fig. 12. User interface microservice

2) Data analytic microservice: Data analytic microservice
provides load forecasting of each building. Using the historic

Software as a Service (SaaS) is a business model where the
end-user pays for access to software and/or services delivered
via the cloud under a time-limited agreement. In a SaaS model,
the service provider provides end to end software application
service to the users based on the user requirements, service
level agreement (SLA) and key performance indicator (KPI).

Instead of just hosting servers and databases, SaaS providers
host and run the applications, maintain the physical hardware
infrastructure and provides the software and service via internet accessible ”cloud”. The SaaS model is very efficient and
cost effective because computational power and storage can be
scaled up and down depending on business needs and often
multiple customers can share the same hardware resources
at the same time. BEMS have traditionally been on-premise
solutions requiring on-site hardware and often a dedicated
computer terminal to operate energy systems. With the advent
of smart thermostats such as the Google Nest device, cloudconnected energy IoT devices became more affordable and
eventually more commonplace in modern and existing buildings and homes. The microservice architecture proposed in
this paper aims to show how the technical architecture of the
underlying BEMS software enables a number of new services
including:
A. Building energy management interfaces
The proposed architecture can be used to create a user
interface for a building energy management system offered as
a service to end customers. A sample iOS/android application
using the software architecture outlined in the paper has
been developed using the Python open source programming
language.

Fig. 15.

iOS/android application

Figure 15 shows the iOS/android application interface of
device control pages for HVAC and lighting controls respectively.
B. Energy analytics
Access to data is becoming essential, as more and more
organizations seek to leverage ”Big Data” technologies such
as machine learning, artificial intelligence to optimize the use
of energy in their buildings. The proposed BEMS architecture
is capable of enabling energy analytics algorithms such as:
• Demand response potential of a building
• Energy saving potential of a building
• Load forecasting under varying conditions
• Historical load profile
• Optimal schedule management under varying conditions
• Quality of building’s power sources
• Preventive maintenance status of electrical equipment

C. Participation in demand response program
While demand response (DR) programs continue to increase
globally, many smaller commercial buildings and homes
can not participate in these programs because they are not
equipped to receive and act upon demand response signals
from utilities. As mentioned above, the proposed BEMS architecture contains DR functionalities which can be deployed
quickly and at low cost to small and medium sized buildings.
Buildings enrolled in DR programs and running applications
build on the proposed BEMS architecture will receive demand
response signals from relevant authorities and execute necessary control actions to reduce energy usage during a DR event.
IV. C ASE STUDY
To illustrate how the microservice based architecture described above impacts key performance indicators of a modern
BEMS, a case study presented below compares a BEMs
application written in the traditional modular approach versus
the same application rewritten as a microservice. The application was tested in research setting using t2.medium cloud
computing instance of AWS. The instance has up to 3.3 GHz
Intel Scalable Processor, 2 vCPUs and 4 GiB of memory. Key
metrics examined include:
1) Resilient and scalable architecture: As discussed above
and demonstrated below, developing a BEM as a microservice
greatly enhances resiliency and scalability. This is due to
the component nature of microservices which breaks core
functionalities of the BEMS into unique components enabling
microservices to work independently. For example if a data
logging microservice stops working, devices will still be
controllable through device control microservices. This enhances resiliency by preventing cascading failures when one
component microservice fails over. More resiliency means that
systems can scale faster. As demonstrated in Table I below, the
microservice-based BEM platform can concurrently control
many more devices using the proposed microservice approach.
TABLE I
S CALABILITY COMPARISON

Concurrent controlled
devices

Traditional
modular
400

Proposed
microservice
3200

2) Optimization of software resources: A microservice
based approach also frees up software resources as the number
of devices scale-up, especially in dynamic environments such
as during a demand response event. Microservices allow software and hardware resources to be optimized for current and
future workloads. For example, a demand response program
may only execute for several hours during selected days in a
year and so it can be scaled up on demand. When a DR event is
not taking place, the resources required to run a DR application
can be redeployed to another activity. Table II below illustrates
how using a microservice based approach, memory usage does
not increase even as the number of controlled devices increases
by more than 100%.

TABLE II
O PTIMIZATION OF SOFTWARE RESOURCES
No
of
devices
0
15
30
45

RAM usage GB
(Traditional modular)
1.6
2
2.2
2.35

RAM usage GB
(Proposed microservice)
1.84
1.84
1.84
1.84

TABLE III
S ERVICE INTEGRATION PROCESS
Task

New device integration
New application development

Traditional
modular (mandays)
3
14

Proposed
microservice (mandays)
1
7

Capability of reusing core components for all the devices
enables optimization of software resources.
3) Integration with other cloud web services and applications: With the rapid proliferation of new devices and
APIs in the marketplace, a BEMS must be able to rapidly
incorporate new and changed device APIs. The API layer in
proposed approach allows easy integration with other web
services and applications. For example, when a new device
is to be integrated, a developer only needs to integrate device
specific APIs to a device control microservice. Table III below
shows how the time (man-days) to develop new applications
and integrate new devices fell significantly when the BEMs
software was transitioned to a microservice based approach.
V. C ONCLUSION
A scalable, multi-functional and resilient energy management system is required to fully utilize the advancements
made in the fields of IoT (i.e. cloud computing, edge analytics, etc). Additionally, ensuring that a cyber-physical system
can integrate new technologies such as artificial intelligence,
blockchain and 5G telecommunications requires that its architecture be microservice oriented. This paper presents a
microservice based approach to building energy management
system that can be used to provide multiple services to endusers. A working front end interface has been developed using
the proposed microservice based approach. Future areas of
studying include understanding how the architecture can be
enhanced to increase data access for machine learning algorithms, new IoT device types and software driven transactive
energy platforms.
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